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Last updated on.From the section Football Liam Robertson first started
playing for Airdrie in 1995 Liam Robertson has been hailed as a hero
after pulling a player off a professional pitch following a brawl. The

22-year-old helped to haul a Rangers player away from Aberdeen's James
Kennedy at the bottom of the Dens Park pitch following an altercation.
Kennedy, 29, has been charged by the SFA for "knowingly acting in, or

representing in public, a manner that is grossly insulting or is of an
abusive or threatening nature". Meanwhile, Aberdeen midfielder Neil
Clark, 21, faces no disciplinary action for allegedly stamping on an
opponent's head. The club will hold a short conference on Tuesday

morning. An Aberdeen statement said: "Neil Clark is appealing against
the red card decision. The case will be heard on Tuesday. "A statement
will be made at that hearing and Clark will be ineligible to feature in any

further matches until the hearing is concluded." Robertson, a former
Airdrie defender, was on the receiving end of Kennedy's sucker punch
when the sides met in the Scottish Cup semi-final on 25 April and lost
1-0. Kennedy, who was charged and was later found guilty of violent

conduct after the match, apologised to Robertson after the incident. And
Robertson has been hailed as a "hero" by his former side, who are out of

contract in June. Airdrie manager John Brown was on the touchline at
Hampden Park that day, and said: "Liam is the hero of the day. We all

knew about what happened. We saw Liam tackle him and it seemed to be
a slight and someone didn't like it. "The Aberdeen player was trying to

kick Liam Robertson's head in. He just caught Liam in the mouth and hit
him in the shoulder. We're all glad Liam is OK and I'm sure the Aberdeen

player will feel sick after what he did. "What's happened hasn't taken
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anything away from Liam's career, it's his reaction he has shown. He has
given a tremendous, impeccable reaction from that incident.", claimed

that he had performed a miracle in its behalf; it had been restored by the
timely charge of the archbishop, and many pious persons were so much
taken with this miracle that the bishop's attitude was recalled, and he

restored the archbishop to his bishop
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